
Abdullah Al Othman / KSA
'No-Touch Torture' (2015) is a seven-channel video installation exploring the use of music as a torture 
technique, drawing attention to the individual's experience within systemic violence and the impact 
of repetitive patterns on both sonic and behavioral levels.

Asma Ghanem / PALESTINE  
Christopher Marianetti / USA 
Alexia Webster / S.AFRICAAlexia Webster / S.AFRICA
'Wall Piano' (2018) is a 3-minute video offering a surreal perspective on the Israel-built separation 
wall in the Qalandia refugee camp. The lm emerged from workshops with the artists and children 
in the camp, transforming the harsh reality of the wall into a whimsical daydream through a child's 
imaginative lens.

Angus Carlyle  / UK
"Waves Finding The Shore (Tokashiku)"  is a multi channel sound installation, a poignant exploration "Waves Finding The Shore (Tokashiku)"  is a multi channel sound installation, a poignant exploration 
of Tokashiki Island's contrasting landscapes, intertwining Tripadvisor's idyllic descriptions with the 
haunting history of the last battle of WWII, where US troops rst landed on Japanese soil, creating 
a compelling sonic narrative through waves, silence, and deserted sites.

Jananne Al Ani / UK / IRAQ
"Sounds of War II" (2023) is a lm seamlessly blending animated archival photographs with "Sounds of War II" (2023) is a lm seamlessly blending animated archival photographs with 
contemporary aerial images, shedding light on the geopolitical connections between US airelds in 
rural East Anglia and Britain's role in shaping the modern Middle East after World War I.

Louise K Wilson  / UK
"Woomera/Nurrungar" (2007) is a multi-channel sound and video installation exploring the remote "Woomera/Nurrungar" (2007) is a multi-channel sound and video installation exploring the remote 
and decaying Cold War sites in the South Australian desert, interweaving architectural decay, 
archival military recordings, and contemporary eld sounds to evoke the nuanced history of these 
inaccessible locations.

Martin Callanan / UK
"Wars During My Lifetime" compiles a  document, cataloging wars worldwide throughout the artists 
lifetime (1982-present), offering a contemplative reection on human history within various conicts.

Abdullah Al Othman / KSA 'No-Touch Torture' (2015) 
video installation exploring the use of music in torture. 

Asma Ghanem / PALESTINE  Christopher Marianetti / USA  Alexia 
Webster / S.AFRICA
'Wall Piano’ (2018) 
offers a surreal perspective on the Israel-built separation wall in the Qalandia offers a surreal perspective on the Israel-built separation wall in the Qalandia 
refugee camp, Ramallah.

Angus Carlyle  / UK
‘Waves Finding The Shore (Tokashiku)’  
multi-channel sound installation focusing on Tokashiku beach in Okinawa Japan, 
the site of the last battle of WWII 

Cathy Lane / UK
‘Preparations for an Imaginary Conict’‘Preparations for an Imaginary Conict’
multi-channel sound installation which examines how sound and language are 
used to  repeatedly construct narratives of an enemy 

Jananne Al-Ani  UK / IRAQ
‘Sounds of War II’ (2023) 
explores the traces of historic military operations and  installations on the British 
landscape through sound and image.

Louise K Wilson  / UKLouise K Wilson  / UK
‘Woomera/Nurrungar’ (2007)
multi-channel sound and video installation exploring remote and decaying Cold 
War sites in the South Australian desert.

Martin John Callanan / UK
‘Wars During My Lifetime’  
catalogues all  wars throughout the artist’s lifetime (1982 - present)..

Nour Sokhon / LEBANON
‘Tumultuous Convolutions’ (2019) 
blends interview material, eld recordings, and text to delve into the complex 
state of mind amid the Lebanese Revolution, economic collapse, pandemic, and 
the Beirut Port Blast.

Open Group  / UKRAINE
‘Repeat after me’ (2022)‘Repeat after me’ (2022)
‘karaoke’  video installation exploring  the sounds of war as experienced by 
displaced civilians in a refugee camp in Lviv, Ukraine. 

Shirin Neshat / IRAN
‘Turbulent’ (1998)  
compelling two-channel sound and video installation confronting gender 
inequality in Iran.  

Thomas Gardner / UKThomas Gardner / UK
‘Scored Out’ (2023)
multi-channel sound installation focusing memory, trauma, and reconciliation. 

Uzma Falak / KASHMIR
‘Notes from an Anechoic Chamber’  (2021) 
earwitnesses testimonies recording life under occupation from Kashmir.

Yara Mekawei  / EGYPT
‘Lake of Flowers’ (2023) ‘Lake of Flowers’ (2023) 
multi-channel sound installation reecting on ancient Egyptian beliefs about the 
transition between life and death. 


